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Aug 17, 2020 Q. Best expression of the year? Q. Worst expression of the year? Q. Which do you agree with more, that the film
opens with a dark room with a home movie comprised of big game hunting footage being shown over a fireplace, or that it
opens with big game hunting footage being shown over a fireplace? Q. What is the first thing you notice about this film? Q.
Which of the five dinosaurs is your favourite? Q. Which one is the least likeable? Q. Which one do you think that you’re most
like? Q. The film opens with a dark room with a home movie comprised of big game hunting footage being shown over a
fireplace. Hints of shag rug complete the impression, and the film’s title is also spoken over the footage. These are early
indications that director Michael Bay has a very cinematic view of dinosaurs. Despite a mix of 60’s and 70’s science fiction
movies, his approach to the genre is less fantasy and more action and special effects. Q. In what ways does this compare to the
other four, and is this a perfect comparison for this particular film? Q. How does this compare to the other films that the
characters have watched? Q. If this film were a candy bar, what would the wrapper say? Q. The film opens with a dark room
with a home movie comprised of big game hunting footage being shown over a fireplace. Hints of shag rug complete the
impression, and the film’s title is also spoken over the footage. These are early indications that director Michael Bay has a very
cinematic view of dinosaurs. Despite a mix of 60’s and 70’s science fiction movies, his approach to the genre is less fantasy and
more action and special effects. Q. This is the last film that the characters watch together. In what ways do these two compare?
Q. Which character do you identify with most? Q. How are these two characters similar and different? Q. The film opens with a
dark room with a home movie comprised of big game hunting footage being shown over a fireplace. Hints of shag rug complete
the impression, and the film’s title is also spoken over the footage. These are early indications that director Michael Bay has a
very cinematic view of dinosaurs. Despite a mix of 60 2d92ce491b
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